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“The holy grail is to spend less time making 

the picture than it takes people to look at it.” 
Banksy



What parts of a game can we actually design?







AF.FOR.DAN.CE is a quality of an object, 
or an environment, which allows an 

individual to perform an action



AF.FOR.DAN.CE is a clue to the function 

of an object





AF.FOR.DAN.CE is the array of “action 

possibilities” latent in an object
Gibson, 1977



AF.FOR.DAN.CE is the object's quality 
through which the user is invited to act 
upon it in certain way
Norman, 1988











1 Games Happen
2 We don’t design games
3 We hope for games to take place





What makes a game “broken”?



















Escape From The Aliens 
In Outer Space, 2010





“Now, one neat trick is that the aliens 

can move 1 or 2 spaces per turn, 

whereas the humans can only move one.

So, if you're playing as an alien you don't 
want to run around too quickly and 

give away the fact that you're an alien.”



“As a game, it's bad. Very bad. Broken, 

unbalanced, and not at all put together. 

I have a cynical hunch that without the 

"minimalistic" art style that fans of the 

game get so wet about, the game would 

be far less popular. 

Yep, you can certainly turn this into a 

fun game with a lot of work.”



“With the wrong group of people, this is 
somewhere around a 2.

With the right group of people, 

it breaks the chart. 
[...] So much is done here with so little.”



“The game is extremely malleable; 

you can home rule the hell out of it, 
create your own variations and 

scenarios, yet keep the integrity 
of the game intact.”





We really really like:

- unclear victory conditions
- consistent mood <3







MirrorMoon, 2012











Fotonica, 2011







“The holy grail is to spend less time making 

the picture than it takes people to look at it.” 
Banksy



Thank you!
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